## Platinum Award 3

### Riding & Road Sense Assessment Sheet

**Assessor:**

**Branch/Centre/Venue:**

| Name | 2. Correct position at all paces. | 3. Maintain a balanced position when changing from rising to sitting trot to rising trot. | 5. Halt squarely and salute. | 6. Ride with the reins in one hand. | 1. Dismount from the “incorrect” side. | 7. Know which rein controls the pace. | 4. Know aids, to and from, halt, walk, trot and canter. | 8. Name the Scale of Training. | 13. Know name and action of bit that the horse is wearing. | 9. Carry and use a short whip appropriately and effectively. | 10. Maintain a correct and balanced position when riding up and down hills. | 11. Maintain a correct jumping position around a course of jumps, max height 75cm. | 12. Identify which was the best fence jumped, and why. | 14. Know how to ride safely on the roads in pairs and in groups. | 15. Know whose instructions must be obeyed when riding on the road. | 16. Know what to carry when hacking out on the roads. | 17. Know how to Look, Signal, Manoeuvre. | 18. Ride left and right turns with correct hand signals. | 19. Know sequence of traffic lights. |